
3/5/2013 9:06:57
Secretary-
Treasurer Budget update

Available for decision: $2300
Plus $800 for lounge and $900 for playroom.
It is hard to give a good number for the running budget because
of in and out that did not made yet and need to be seen soon, but
it is ~$8000 1 Discussed

3/7/2013 10:59:57

Recycling and
Floor Rep
Coordinators

Westgate
Recyclemania

We want to hold the yearly RecycleMania competition between all
the low-rises and each floor in the high-rise. We're asking $450
(as past) for holding events for winning floors (2 high-rise floors +
2 low-rises). 1 $450 Not aproved

3/7/2013 17:12:13 President Spring Brunch

We haven't heard back to ARCADE so far, but we want to ask for
600 from WEC for backup. GSC AC already said they will fund
part of it if we don't have enough funding. I have contacted
Eastgate, they are applying the GSC funding too. So if they don't
get funding from GSC, they will probably fund our event. 1 600 Back up approved

3/7/2013 8:26:25
Graduate
Coordinators Wiki Update

We would like to do the following:
1- Go through the wiki together in it's current state, determine
areas to be updated & improved.
2- Discuss how the wiki can be improved overall to better suit the
current needs of WEC
3- Delegate improvements/updates throughout members of WEC
& GCs.
4- Find a WEC member who will be responsible for wiki updates
and other concerns. 2 Discussed

3/7/2013 17:15:07 President
GSC Childcare
Fund Preview

GSC is planning to set up a Childcare Fund for graduate students.
Wenjun and I have presented this idea together with Family
Subcommittee members in yesterday GCM meeting. We received
positive feedback from the representatives. The final vote will be
in April GCM meeting. 2 Discussed

3/5/2013 9:17:20
Secretary-
Treasurer Kayak update

We did not get any help from the boat house but they said they
can give us a canoe to hold here.
We thought a canoe is a little too big and not as attractive so we
placed the fund request for $650-Capital and $250-Westgate. 4

Wasn't approved
by GSC
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